
“Intentional Researcher” “Haphazard Researcher” 

 Utilizes sources which are both comprehensive and   

specific to their topic and subtopics 

 Seeks various cultural, political, or personal viewpoints 

 Identifies a biased source and seeks to balance           

information consulted 

 Seeks primary sources for unique first hand accounts 

along with secondary sources which provide analysis of 

impact of events 

 Seeks and consults classic texts on topic 

 Seeks data and statistics to support research 

 Seeks sources from scholarly  journals written by people 

immersed in the field of study 

 Utilizes services such as interlibrary loan and               

Amazon.com to ensure the best sources that have been 

published are being consulted 

 Recognizes the copyright age of the materials and the 

impact upon information gathered 

 Crafts an annotated bibliography to serve as a tool to 

convey the importance of each resource selected 

 Regularly remains abreast of current issues involving the 

topic using tools such as Twitter or Google Alerts 

 Keeps citations of all resources up to date  

 Extracts information into notecards with the consulted 

resource marked 

 Aligns all notecards into the proper area of the outline 

and regularly assesses where in the outline additional 

information needs to be gathered 

 Adjusts thesis statement as needed and communicates 

the changes to the instructor when necessary 

 Stores information in one consistent, readily available 

location 

 Considers how they will best convey the information 

gathered with both tools and presentation style 

 Grabs and uses the first resources found on the subject 

 Resources tend to be one dimensional (no variety in topic 

coverage or no unique qualities as a resource) 

 May happen across data and statistics which may not set 

the stage to educate the reader 

 Will solely use Google to locate websites 

 Will tend not to notice the copyright date or consider age 

of information extracted 

 If creating an annotated bibliography, the annotations 

purely summarize the resource 

 Will tend to cite and record resources only after drafting 

the paper 

 Notecards will likely not be used or if they are, not align 

with resource used or align with outline 

 Information is likely to be stored everywhere and          

anywhere 

 Presentation will be a PowerPoint where the presenter 

reads off the slides 


